Abstract. It is known that the group of all diffeomorphisms of a manifold determines uniquely the topological and smooth structure of the manifold itself. We specify a possibly large class of diffeomorphism groups which satisfy this property. In particular, so does the group of contact diffeomorphisms.
Introduction
In this paper we generalize a theorem of Filipkiewicz [5] stating that the group Diff r(M) of all C diffeomorphisms of a manifold M, 1 < r < oo, defines the smooth structures of M. The theorem of Filipkiewicz was proven by using techniques developed in earlier papers of Whittaker [15] and Takens [13] . More recently, Banyaga in [3] obtained analogous theorems for the groups of automorphisms of a volume form structure as well as symplectic structure. All the results constitute an essential contribution to the Erlangen Program of F. Klein.
Our purpose is to define a possibly large class of diffeomorphism groups which satisfy the theorem of Filipkiewicz. In our axiomatization imposed on groups of diffeomorphisms we omit the property of local perfectness of a group. This property plays a crucial role in [3] and, in fact, enables Banyaga to extend the theorem of Filipkiewicz in the case of automorphism groups mentioned above. This method, however, depends essentially on deep theorems of simplicity and perfectness of diffeomorphism groups due to Thurston [14] , Mather [8] , and Banyaga [1] . On the other hand, the method of Whittaker-Filipkiewicz cannot be directly applied to the case of automorphism groups for the reasons explained in [3] . In the present note we change and simplify the arguments used in [3] and [5] and we get rid of the perfectness property. As an application an analogue of the Filipkiewicz theorem for the group of contact diffeomorphisms is obtained (this has been left as an open problem in [3] ).
Let us mention that in another of the author's papers [12] an analogous theorem for a large class of nontransitive groups of diffeomorphisms is shown.
All manifolds are assumed to be C°° smooth connected boundaryless and second countable.
Axioms and the main result
Let us recall that Diff r(M) is a topological group with C topology. Any subgroup G = G(M) of Diff r(M) will be called a group of diffeomorphisms of M. If a geometric structure a of M is under consideration, then a subgroup G of DifP(A/", a), the group of the a-preserving diffeomorphisms, is said to be a group of automorphisms of (M, a).
We introduce some notation. If / £ Diff r(M) then
The symbol Diff \M)C stands for the group of all compactly supported diffeomorphisms of Diffr(JW), and
is the subgroup of all C diffeomorphisms / (resp. belonging to G(M)) for which there exist a compact subset K of M and an isotopy {fi} connecting / with the identity, with /( fixed outside K. For x £ M, SXG denotes the isotropy subgroup of G; i.e., SXG = {g £ G\g(x) = x} . Observe that fSxGf~x = SyG whenever f(x) = y.
Next for any open U of M by G(U)C (resp. G(U)o) we denote all elements of G compact supported in U (resp. isotopic to the identity with compactly supported isotopy in U). Now we wish to introduce some axioms. These seem to be indispensable in order that G = G(M, a), the group of all automorphisms of (M, a), determine the smooth (and geometric) structure of (M, a). Again, this axiom is satisfied by "classical" groups of diffeomorphisms (cf.
[3]).
Definition. A group of diffeomorphisms is said to have T(n) property if for any pairwise distinct «-tuples xx, ... , x"; yx, ... , yn £ M there is / £ G such that fi(Xi) = y i.
Axiom 3. G acts T(3) on M.
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In the case of the "classical" groups of a geometric structure automorphisms the following notation is useful. The proof is straightforward. The theorems of Filipkiewicz and Banyaga are an "integral" version of Pursell-Shanks type theorems. A theorem of Pursell-Shanks states that the Lie algebra of vector fields of a manifold M determines completely the smooth structure of M itself [11] . A whole suite of generalizations followed, e.g. [9, 7] . In order to connect these two types of theorems let us introduce the following:
Definition. A Lie algebra of compactly supported vector fields of a manifold M satisfies (PS) property if it determines uniquely the C°° structure of M (in case of a geometric structure (M, a) one claims the determination of the a too). Moreover, if 7(7(Mx), S7(MX) are isomorphic by <P, then the unique diffeomorphism </> : Mx -> M2 fulfills <ï> = 0*. Now our last axiom will appeal to a better known structure of a Lie algebra of vector fields rather than to a group of diffeomorphisms. On the other hand, a close investigation of the Whittaker-Takens-Filipkiewicz method leads to a conclusion that it cannot be reduced to the infinitesimal case. As Pursell-Shanks type theorems have been proved in the C°° category, we will assume that in the following axiom G is a group of C°° diffeomorphisms. Proof of the second assertion (see also [2] ). Assume that there is a homeomorphism 4>: Mx -> M2 such that <P(/) = <t>f<t>~x for any / e G(MX). We wish to define a Lie algebra isomorphism *F: S7(MX) -> S7(M2), where S7(M7) is a Lie algebra of vector fields on M¡ satisfying Axiom 4 for the automorphism group G(M¡, a¡). By (PS) property this will complete the proof. In fact, *F induces a diffeomorphism \p: Mx -> M2 satisfying ip* = W. On the other hand, the definition of 4* below implies 4>* = *¥ ■ This 4> = W and 0 is a diffeomorphism.
Let X £ x(Mx), and let g, be its one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms. Consider ht = 0gt</>-1. By the assumption the /i,'s are C°° diffeomorphisms. They obviously satisfy ht+s = hths and ho = idM2 ■ Moreover the action of R on M2 by (t, x) -> ht(x) is clearly a continuous action by diffeomorphisms, so that, in view of a well-known theorem of Montgomery and Zippin, it is C°°s mooth in both variables. Therefore, it is a one-parameter transformation group of a vector field ^(X) belonging, by the definition and the axiom, to G(M2).
By the first part of the theorem, the group isomorphism <ï>-1 must determine the homeomorphism (¡>~x. Consequently, the respective mapping from X2 to X\ must be the inverse of ¥. Thus ¥ is a bijection.
It remains to prove that *¥ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. In fact, due to the equality (V(X)f)o<¡, = X(fo<b), where X £ xx, fie C°°(M2), one has We adopt once and for all the notation from Theorem 1 : i>: G(MX ) -» G(M2) is a group isomorphism. In this section we will assume that all the axioms are satisfied (nevertheless some facts presented below do not require all the axioms). We begin with the following two lemmas proved by Whittaker (Lemmas 6 and 8 in [15] ). They give an important characterization of the isotropy subgroups and will play a central role in the sequel. The proofs in our case are identical and will be omitted (for the proofs see also Filipkiewicz [5] ). Lemma 1. Assume that G = G(M), a group of diffeomorphisms of M, satisfies Axiom 3. Let x £ M, Sx = SXG the isotropy subgroup at x, fi, g, h £ G-Sx . Then (a) G -Sx = (SxfiSx) U (SxfiSx)~x ; (b) g, h e SxfiSx implies that s\s2 = t2tx for some sx, tx £ fi~xSxg n Sx and s2, t2 £ fi~xSxh n Sx .
As an obvious consequence of (a) we have Corollary 2. SXG is a maximal subgroup of G. The proof is straightforward. The proof of the following fact omits the property of local perfectness and gives an essential simplification of the "traditional" argument. Let h £ G(M, co)o and H = {ht}iei be an isotopy such that hx = h, ho = id, and each ht stabilizes outside a fixed compact K c M. Of course any contact isotopy determines a family of contact vector fields, namely, x,(t) = ^-(hrl(X)).
In fact, one has Lx,co = p,co with pt = (d/dt(lnXt))h7x where h*co = Xtco. Let Z denote a unique vector field satisfying i(Z)co = 1 and i(Z) dco = 0. A contact vector field X is called horizontal if i(X)co = 0. A dual concept is a semibasic form, i.e., any 1-form a such that a(Z) = 0, and the duality is established by the isomorphism dco: X ►-» i(X)dco. It is of particular importance and specific for S7W(M) among othei classical Lie algebras of infinitesimal automorphisms that the following holds. As a consequence we have the following partition properties of contact automorphisms.
are also elements of S7W(M) (see [9, p. 135] ), and so does some extension X of their sum £ -x'dn+i -x^'di + i((x')2 + (xn+')2)d0, i
In order to prove the second part of the axiom let W be an open ball with the center at x = 0, where W c U, and we have to find fi £ G(M, to) such that Fix(/) = (M -W)u {0}. Take k £ C°°(M) such that k(x) ¿ 0 for xÊrf-jO} and k(x) = 0 otherwise and such that dk(0) = 0. Then, in view of Proposition 4, X = co~x(kcb(X)) is in G(M, co), and exp(X) satisfies the claim.
Axiom 3 is also satisfied as G(M, co) fulfills the path transitivity (again by making use of Proposition 4). Finally, the fact that 0 is a contact diffeomorphism follows from a Pursell-Shanks type theorem for contact structures proved by Omori in [9] .
